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A COMPARISON 07 HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLU GRADES

07 131 COL1G AGRICULTURAL STUDJNTS

INTRODUCTION

he object of this thesis is to make a comparison between

high school grades and college academic success, or achieve-

ment, in certain subject areas. The advent of the space era

has put new pressures and greater demands upon the American

educational system. Because of these pressures, there have

been many investigations and studies made of the scholaátic

achievement and success of both high school and college stu-

dents. Many of these studies have given an indication that

far too many college students are failing to meet the minimum

grade point requirements.

This thesis will not attempt to show why students are

not achieving academic success at college. Instead, this

thesis will attempt to make appropriate comparisons between

bgh school background and high school grades, and college

achievement in the same subject areas. Conclusions will then

be made to determine f subject background, high school sub-

ject achievement, and the over-all high school decile rating

had any association with college success in the subject areas

studied.



Statement Problem

As a prospective high school teacher, the author realizes

that very soon he will be counseling high school student8 who

ar, going on to college. The problem of advising a student

whether he or she should go on to college has been one that

has been faced by high school teachers for many years. With

the increasing emphasis being placed on the attainment of tech-

nical óducations, high school counselors and teachers are aware

of the fact that more of their students will be going on to col-

lege than ever before. The counsel and advtoe given to pros-

peotivo college students needs to be based on a thorough under-

standing of the student's abilities. In giving this advice to

students, the high school teacher must be aware of the influence

that subject background and grade point achievement may have in

relation to academic success in college,

Colleges and universities for' many years, have been very

interested in developing a method of predicting the scholastic

achievement and success of college students. Many different

criteria have been used in an effort to predict scholastic sue-

cess at college. Recently, the committee on Student Preparation

at Oregon State College issued a report on predicting the scho-

lastic success of the class of 1956. In thts report, eleven

different criteria were used to determine the øcholastic suc-

cess of incoming studene from high schools. (15, Ch. I P. 2)



This study revealed that all of the eleven factors, when used

individually, were useful n predicting students success.

The problem of prediction is one that baa no definite

solution or answer. Prediction of grade point achievement is

a field that colleges and universities need to explore thor-

oughly. It is believed that many students could have been

spared a finanojal loss and disappointment if more bad been

known about their abilities and capacities before they had

started college work.

Need Study

The actual need of this study arises from the fact that

prospective college students need and want to know what to ex-

pect in attaining acceptable college grades and bow to prepare

for college courses. It is the aim of this study, from the

comparisons made to give some indication of what a student

can expect at college. The following discussion points out

the importance of why a student should be aware of his or' her

responsibility as a college student.

The ever increasing demand for young men and women with

college educations is becoming more and more apparent. The

fields of industry, business, and agriculture offer unlimited

opportunities for those who are qualified to assume positions

of leadership. In the field of agriculture alone, many new
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areas of technology have been developed in recent years. In

these areas many positions go untilled because of the lack of

properly trained personnel. The schools of agriculture, with

in th. colleges and universities across the nation, have real.'

ized the need for properly trained people in all phases of

agriculture. The faculty members of these agrioultural schools

have been shocked and many times disappointed because so many

promising young people fail to meet the minimum requirements

of most agriculture colleges. The following paragraph was

taken from the general statement of the agriculture section

of the 1958-1959 Oregon State Catalog: (16, P. 201)

Because of ever.'inoreasing technical devel-
opments in Agriculture, all students, regardless
of major interest, should come to college pre
pared to study basic sciences, particularly ohetn-
istry, bacteriology, botany, zoology, and ento-
mology. In many programs of study, physics is
essential, Courses in economics and marketing
are required in most curricula, each student
should possess a good understanding of fundamen-
tal principles of grammar and be able to demon-
strate these principles through effective oral
and written expression. He should also be able
to demonstrat. a reasonable degree of competence
in arithmetic, algebra, and geometry. Study in
agriculture requires an ability to perceive,
analyze, and work with problems involving stir-
face areas, configurations, volumes, and equa-
tions in which at least one unknown exists.
The ability to work with problems involving
fracttons, percentages, and proportions is nec-
óssary. Students in agriculture should be com-
pletely familiar with weights and measures in
the metric system, The ability to road rapidly
with good comprehension and study effectively
is extremely yaluab3.e.



In addition to preparation, the Oregon State faculty committee

has stated a policy concerning scholarship regulations.

(16, P. 95)

The faculty committee on Academic Deficien-
cies has discretionary authority to suspend or
place on probation any student not achieving
profitable and creditable progress toward grad-
uation ( a minimum grade-point average of 2.00
or C. for both the term and cumulative record),

Each year many students drop out of school or are sue-

pended because they are unable to meet the minimum grade re-

quirements, The author obtained from the dean of Agriculture

these data which were prepared by Mr. William Langan, Person-

nel Advisor of the school of Agriculture. These data show the

grade point achievement of all agriculture students in certain

subjects.

For the school year of 1956-1957, the average G,P,A. for

English was 1.88, for Botany 2.30, for Chemistry 1.91, for

Math (four cre dits) 2,04, and for five credit Math 1,77, For

the school year of 1957l958, the average G,P.A, for English

was 1.73, for Botany 2.29, for Chemistry 2,07, for Math (four

credits) 1.99, and for five credit Math 2.16. /

/ This does not represent a true picture of either the fresh-
men or sophomores taking the above subjects. The above
actually represents all of the agriculture students who
took these courses for the school years of 1936-1957 and
1957-1958,



A aimary of the period of 19k7 to 1957 and including

the tall quarter of l98, ahows these average college grade

points: English 1.86, Botany 2.19, Chemistry 1,99, Math

(four credit) 2.03, and three credit Math 1.80.

It is evident from these figures that incoming college

students are not achieving the scholastic standing that is

expected of them. The question then becomes apparent. Why

are these students doing so poorly in the eocaUed "academic"

subjects? Th. writer of this tbeaie has the feeling that the

problem should be attacked by making an analysis of the grades

received in high school. By making a con2parison of these

grades with college grades, it may be determined whether the

student bad comprehensive understanding of the subject.

iL$1

The purpose of this thesis is to make a comparative study

of the high school grade point and the college grade point

earned by students at Oregon State College in the school of

Agriculture. Some of the aims and objectives of this study

will be to compare:

1. High school average grades compared to college aver-

age grades in the same subject areas.

2. High school decile compared to high school achieve

ment and college achievement.



3. High school achievement compared to college achieve-

inent in the sane subject areas.

4. High school background compared to college achieve-

at some conclusions or indications as to the value of using

high school grad, points in predicting academic success at

Oregon State College in the School of Agriculture.

Limitations of Study

Because of the time factor involved, and the scope and

nature ottbts study, certain limitations will be made.

Only students currently enrolled in the school of Agri-

culture at Oregon State College will be considered in this

study. Only the records of those students who have completed

three or more quarters of work will be studied. The high

school subjects to be studied as to grades received will be:

1. Mathematics and / or Algebra

2. $nglieb

3. Chemistry

. Biology and I or Science
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These subjects will be compared, on a grade point basis,

with the following subjects offered at Oregon State College:

1. Intermediate Algebra (Math 100 or equivelant)

2. nglisb Composition (ar, 111, 112, 113)

3, General Chemistry (Ch, 104, 105, 106, or

4. General Botany (Bot. 201, 202)

No attempt will be aade to compare the college entrance test

scores, of those subjects previously mentioned, wtb the act-

nal college grades received in those areas,

Definition of Terms

To give a clear meaning of what the author is writing,

several terms have been defined in the following paragraphs.

1. Docile atig -- A placing into tenths of the run of

the frequency curve by performance; ten decile mean-

ing that performance was in the top ten per cent of

the curve and one dectie being in the lowest ten per

cent of the distribution.

2. Q1lee Grade - Oracle points are computed on

the basis of tour points for each term hour of A

grade, three points for each term hour of B grade,

two points for each term hour of C grade, one point

for each term hour of D grade, and no points for each

term hour of ' grade. (16, p. 93)



3. Grad Point - The quotient of total points

divided by total term hours in which A, B, C, D, and

F are received. (16, P. 95)

4. Ter. Hour The unit of credit, representing three

hours of the students' tile each week for one term.

This time may be assigned to work in the classroom,

laboratory, or to outside preparation. (16, P. 94)

5. Course - A subject or an instructional subdivision

of a subject offered through a single term. (16, P.9k)

6. High School Grade Poi - Grade points earned in

high school will be determined in the same manner

as grade points at Oregon State College.

7. High School Unit A measurement of the amount of

material in one subject field successfully completed

in high school during one academic year. English,

for example, offered for one year earned one unit.

8. Honor Roll -- Receiving a G.P.A. of 3.5 or higher

with twelve or more term hours accepted,

9. Grade Point Achievement Receiving a G.P.A. of 3.00

or higher in any of the subjects compared on either

the high school or college level. The terms achieve-

ment, achieved and academic success mean the same

and will be used interchangeably throughout this

thesis.



10. Math Intermediate Algebra four term hours.

Functions and graphs, linear equations in two un

knowna, quadratic equations, negative and tractional

exponents, radical8, progressions, binomial tber'om,

logarithmic computation. (16, P. 185)

U, Remedial Mathematics

Math 5 Elementary Mathematics three term

hours. Numerical calculations, designed for stu-

dents entering with a deficiency in elementary school

Mathematics. Credit not counted toward graduation.

(16, P. 185)

Math 10 Elementary Algebra three term

hours. Fundamental operations with polynomials and

rational fractions, linear equations and stated pro'.

blema. For students with little or no Algebra. No

credit is received toward graduation. It is now

replaced by Math 60. (16, P. 185)

32. Writing ill, 1)2. 113 -- English composition. Three

term hours each. Frequent written compositions with

emphasis on clarity and accuracy. Courses must be

taken in sequence. Prerequisite: English placement

examination. (3.6, P. 131)

13. Remedial English Writing 10. Corrective English,

three term hours, Refresher course in English funda..

mentale. Student must pass English placement test
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or Writing ill. Credit does not count toward grad-

uation, It is now replaced by Writing 50. (16,

P. 131.)

1k, Chemistry. 101. 102,,. 103 - General Chemistry, three

term hours each. A basic sequence covering funda-

mantals of Chemistry. Students whose college apti-

tude test scores indicat, the need will b permitted

to attend one extra recitation per week. High school

Chemistry is not prerequisite, (16, P. 173)

15. 105. 106 General Chemistry, four

term hours each. Required for nursing education

and medical -technology students, High school Chem-

istry prerequisite. (16, P. 173)

16. 201. 20 *.,Genera1 Botany, three term hours

each, Row plants get their food, grow, differenti*

ate, and reproduce. Botany 201 seed plants, Bot-

any 202 lower plants with emphasis on parasitism.

(16, P.169)

17, - A grade point average for any one

subject or subjects that is 2,00or above. A letter

grade of C or above.

18. Fat1j Gra4es 1r the purpose of this study, grade

point failure is not receiving any grade points for

the course. A letter grade of F.



CHAPTER IX

REV IEV 07 RELATED LITERATURE

There baa been a considerable amount of literature writ.

ten on the problem of predicting scholastic success in college.

In an attempt to stay within the scope of this paper, only

those works that are of particular importance to the problem

of this study have been cited.

Aa was previously stated, the Committee on Student Pre

paration at Oregon State College has issued a report on a

study that attempted to determine what factors are useful in

predicting student success in college. / (15)

The committee used eleven different criteria in predict-

ing the scholastic success of students. The eleven factors

used to predict college success as measured by the first term

G.P.A. and the terminal G.P, A, were: (15, Ch, 1, P.2)

A. High School Records

1. High school G,P.A.

2. High school English points.

3, High school Mathematics points.

k. High school Science points.

f Where no page number is shown for the work cited, a general
statement of the entire work has been made rather than ref.
erence to a specific page or pages.



B. College Placement Teats

5. "Q" score of the A,C,E. teat,

6. "L" score of the A,C,E, test.

7. English test (Mechanics of Expression) score,

a. English teat (Reading) score.

9, Mathematics test score.

10. Natural Science test score.

11. Social Science test score,

The preparation committee found that of all the factors

used, the high school G,P.A,

ter in predicting suocesa in

The study gave evidence that

also come to the conclusion

of the most valid predictors

are as. follows:

was the moat useful single faa-

terms of college G.P,A, attained,

other workere in the field had

bhat high school G,P,A. was one

of success. These conclusions

The high school record holds a prominent posi-
tion in the literature as an individual measure re..
latod to achievement, Be gel summarized a number of
students in 1934 and reported that the highest cor-
relations were between co1ege scholarship and
average high school marks. An earlier summary by
Douglass as well as more recent reviews by Harris,
Froelich, Durflinger, and Garrett, confirms Segel's
findings. These revtews in general, report corre-
lationa between high school grades and college marks
to be mostly in the .50's to .70's. Garrett as a
result of his survey concluded that: "Among all the
factors contributing to prediction of scholastic
success in college, the student's average grade in
high school continues to show the highest correla-
tion with later college scholarship average." A

review by Cosand in 1953, reports a nuáber of stu
dies all of which support Garret.t and Segel, with
correlations ranging between .41 and .68.
(35, Ch. III, P.1)
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The Oregon State study was made from the records of 1016

students who entered Oregon State College tn the fall of 1952

and graduated in 1936. It was found in the study that 611

students attained a 2.00 G.P,A. or better, out of a total of

717 students who were predicted to do so. This l.ft 106 stu-

dents who did not do 2,00 or above work as predicted. Two

hundred and ninety-nine students were predicted to do below

2.00 work. Of this group, 158 students did fail in attain-

ing a 2.00 G.P.A. This left lkl students who were predicted

to fail in attaining a 2.00 G.P.A., but who did 2.00 or bet-

ter work. This fact helps point out that if ocilegea were

to adopt a policy of admitting students on a basis of pre-

diction from high school records, there would be some stu-

dents who would be injustly denied entrance, The study also

pointed out that ten per cent of the students who graduated

were required to take at least one remedial course tn Englie1.

Over thirty per cent of the group bad to take at least one

course of remedial Mathematics. Excluding Math 100, roughly

thirty-five per cent of the graduates bad to take remedial

Math or English or both. The committee concluded the study

by making the following recommendations:

1. If selective admission by a single measure is to be

used at Oregon State College, the measure should be

high school G,P.A, Additional factor such as pre

paratjon in English and Mathematics may also be used,



2, Students denied regular admission should be allowed

to make up deficiencies and earn a, chance to demon-

strate their ability to do college work.

3. High school 8tudente who wish to go to college should

be well, prepared in English, Mathematics, and Science,

4, The value of remedial courses should be carefully

studied.

5. A continuing study and evaluation should be made of

student records in relation to admission policies.

(14, Ch. VII, P.3)

Aiken (1) in his writing of The Eight Tear Study, reveals

some principles that are related to this study. There is a

great indication that the high school G,P,A. is one of the

most valid single factor in predicting college success, The

Eight Tear Study also bears out that many other factors play

an important part in college success.

Thirty high schools of various types, were selected with

twenty-five liberal arts colleges to participate in the study.

The colleges expressed their willingness to admit from these

high schools, students who seemed competent to carry on col-

lege work successfully. There were no epeoitic requirements

for admission, Th. high schools were allowed to change their

curricula whenever they felt it was neceesary,

Instead of a lesson to be learned, the problem solving

approach was used in most of the thirty bigh schools. To



evaluate the college success of the students who graduated

from the thirty schools, each student was matched with a

comparable student who did not graduate from one of the par

ticipating high schools. Altogether 11+75 pairs of students

were studied. The committee conducting the study found the

following to be true concerning graduates of the thirty high

schools, (1, P. 110 to 115)

1. They earned a higher total grade average.

2, They recetved slightly more academic honors each year.

3. They were more often judged to possess a higher de-

gre. of intelligence, curiosity, and drive, and were

more precise, 8ystematic and objective in their

thinking.

1+. They earned a higher percentage of non-academic

honors in college each year.

One of the conclusions to draw from this study is that, while

the high school G.P.A. is a valid predictor of college euc-

cess, the method of study approach also plays an important

role in academic success1

Long (12) conducted a study in 1958 to determine whether

a vocational agriculture background in hib school bad any in-

fluence on students enrolled in the school of engineering at

Oregon 8tate College. Data were gathered on ninety students

in the school of engineering who bad completed at least three

terms of college work, AU of the students studied had taken
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Vocational Agriculture in high school. Long used the high

school decile, the American Council of Educatton Psychological

Examination, and the cumulative grade point average to compare

the ninety students with the other freshmen in the school of

Engineering who did not have a Vocational Agriculture back-

ground in high school. In his study, Long found that:

1. freshmen with a Vocational Agriculture background

earned a 2,5? G,P,A. in Engineering, (12, P. 51)

2, For the same period, for all freshmen, the G,P,A.

was 2.36 in Engineering, (12, P. 51)

3. Sixty-eight per cant of the Vocational Agriculture

students had to take remedial Mathematics, (12, P.49)

4. Thirty-nine per cent of the all freshman group, had

to take remedial Mathematics, (12, P. 49)

5, The G.P.A, earned by Vocational Agriculture students

in Math 5 was 3,00, in Math 10 2,63, and in Math

100 2,48 (12, P. 53)

Long concluded that there was no basis for discrimination

against the Vocational Agriculture curriculum as preparation

for scholastic work in the college of Engineering at Oregon

State College.

This writer found some interesting facts in Long's study

in relation to this thesis, Some of these facts were:

1. Both of the groups studied have quite high group

G.P.A,'e for a highly technical school such as



Engineering. The Vocational Agriculture group

received a 2.57 GJ,A. The all freshmen group re

ceived a 2.36 G.P.A, (12, P. 51)

Both groups had above average high school mean decile

ratings. The Vocational Agriculture group achieved

a mean deoile of 7,53, and the mU freshmen group

achieved a mean decile of 7.72, (12, P k9)

. The 7.53 decile group achieved a group G,P,A. of

2.57 while the 7.72 decile group achieved a group

G,P,A, of only 2.36, One of the reasons why the

lower decile group may have done better work may

have been due to the fact that it was a smaller group.

Peersen (17) iade an investigation in 1958 to determine

it there was any difference in grades obtained between stw.

dents with Vocational Agriculture background, and students

who bad no Vocational Agriculture background. Pedereen's

study applied only to those students enrolled in the school

of Agriculture at Oregon State College. Pedersen, as did

Long, used the college grade point average, the Amerio*n Coun-

oil of Education Psychological Examination1 and the high school

decile to measure scholastic performance between the two

groups. In the analysis of the data, the difference in echo..

lastic performance between the two groups was found to be very

small, According to Pedersen, the Vocational Agriculture

group was found to be slightly superior in grade point



- achievement only when the groups were segregated into classes.

Pedersen concluded, as did his colleague Long, (12) that there

was no basis for discrimination against the high school Voca-

tiona3 Agriculture curriculum in preparation for college work

in Schools of Agriculture.

Eeister (10) made a study in Arkansas of high school

grades received and the type of high school graduated from

in relatton to college success This study revealed that

there are three types of high schools in Arkansas, These

high schools were labeled as A, B, and C schools. Keteter

found that the B and C schools had a marked tendency to give

higher grades than did the A grade schools. The study gave

indications that a student from the B and C schools would

have to achieve a high school G.P.A. of 2.75 to 3.00 to be

reasonably confident of doing successful college work. In

contrast, the student from the A grade schools, under siai

lar circumstances, could expect college scholastic success if

his high school G.P.A. was from 2,25 to 2.50. (10, P. 284)

Douglas (6) found in the study he made at the Univar-

sity of Oregon that many good students had been barred from

college through unjustifiable entrance requirements. He

recommended that students be admitted to college on the basis

of aptitude rather than upon the type of high school prepara

tion received. He supported his recommendation by concluding

that there was no signticant correlatton between the number



of units taken in high school in any subject area and scho.

l.aetic SUCCeSS in college.

Watson (20) made a study in l94 of the relationships

between grades made in subject areas in high school and grades

made in the same subject areas in college. Data were ccl..

lected on 169 students who had enrolled in the school of Agri..

culture in the fall of 1952, at North Carolina State College.

He found that grades iade in high school in all subject areas

reflect a positive effect on the student's scholastic success

in an Agriculture college. Watson found that the strongest

relationship existed in the area of Mathematics, It appeared

from this study, that if a student understand Mathematics in

high school and college that be will do well in the Qther

sciences that are required in most schools of Agriculture.

Watson concluded in his study that it was important that a

student understand his subject, be thorough in his study of

a course, and that be be able to use the problem solving

approach in future problems,



Method of Data Collection

The data for this study were obtained from transcripts

in the office of the Dean of Agriculture and from the student

files in the Registrar's office. Grades were taken from the

college transcripts and compiled on individual data cards.

College grades that were entered on the data Cards were only

for the subjects of Mathematics, English, Chemistry, and

Botany. By tracing the file numbers given on the college

transcripts, the individual high school records were made

available in the office of the Registrar. The sane procedure

was than carried out in recording the b.gb school grades of

the above subjects,

Treatmnt Data

The data that were collected on the group of students

studied were: The high school and college grades Qf pre

vioualy mentioned subjects, the overall high school decle

ranking, the cumulative college grade point, and whether

a student bad ever been on probation or bad been suspended

from college due to academic defeciencies. Both the high

school and college grade points were figured by the same



method that is used by Oregon State College. (See pg. 8

This study) Tables were set up, to give an analysts of the

comparisons that were made, for each subject studied,

Characteristics Students Studied

The group of students studied was the incoming freshmen

class of 1956 in the school of Agriculture at Oregon State Col..

legs. The incoming olass of 1956 was used rather than the

graduating class of 1960. This was done to eliminate trans.

tsr students from other colleges or returning students. This

procedure provided a control over the uniformity of the group

of students and the uniformity of the subjects that they stu

died.

There were one hundred and thirty-six freahxnan in 1956 in

the school of Agriculture. Five of these studente were elimin-

ated from the study because there was no reoord of their high

school work. This left 131 students upon which the research

of this thesis was based, All of the 131 students studied

had completed three or more quarters of college work, This

study was made in the fall of 1958, which placed the class

under study, in the third year of their college work. It was

possible at the tim. the study was made, for the etudent8 to

have completed six quarters of college work,
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The college academic performance of the incoming class

of 1956, will be studied by using the comparisons previously

outlined on page six. Each subject studied was organized into

five sepaz'ate tables. These tables make up the following

catagories: OveraU considerations of the subject; The com

penmen between the high school students who achieved and the

colleg, students who achieved in a particular subject; The

comparison between the high school and college students who

achieved and their high school decile rank; Th comparison be.

tween high school and college students who did average and be

low average work in a particular subject; The comparison be-

tween students bavng or lacking subject background and achieve-

mont in a particular subject.

Per ormanc, J4Øh,matioe Stu4ents

Over..a1 Considerations The general aspects of Matbematic8

etudnts are summarized in Table I are for the main part, self

explanatory. It should be noted that all of the students atu-

died took high school Mathematics. At the time tbts study was

made, there were twelve students who had not taken any college

Mathematics.



0VLA.LI C0W3ID2ATI0N8 0! HIGH aCHOOL

AND CQLLEG MATR1NATICS

-
- -T

Totalno. of students studied .....,..,.......,...,.,......33l

Total no. of high school Mathematics students .............131

No. of high school students who took no Mathematics ....... 0

No. of high school students 3,00 and above ................ 39

No, of high school students below 3.00 .................... 92

No. of high school Math students 2.00 and above .,.....,...1o6

No. of high school Math students below 2,00 ...............25

No. of high school students who failed Mathematics ......... 5

Total no, of Math 100 students ..............,..............91

No, f college students who did not tak Math 100 ... ...

No. of college students who took other Math ,.,,,.,.,.,...45

No, of college students who took no college Math ..,.......-32

No. of college students who took no high school or

College Math 0

No. of Math 100 students 3.00 and above ..........,....,... 28

No, of Math 100 students below 3.00 ......,...,,..,......,. 63

No. of Math 100 students 2.00 and -above ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 61-

No of Math 100 students under 2,00 ,,,.,,.-,.,,..,.,.,.,., 30

No, of college studenta who failed Math 100 ..,............ 12

Total no, of Math students who took remedial Math ...,..,.. 68
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It was found that thirty-nine students or a little over

one-third of the total of 131 students did 3.00 or above work

in high school Mathematics, Twenty-eigbt students or slightly

less than one-third of the total of 91 college students earned

3.00 or above in college Math 100. One hundred and six atu..

dents or almost four-fifths of the total number dd average

work or bettor in high school Mathematics. Sixtyone or two-

thirds of the total number did average work or better in col-
lege Math 100. Only five students failed Mathematics in high

school while twelve students failed college Math 100. A total

of sixty-eight students were required to take remedial Math.-

matice. Not all of the students that took remedial Mathematics

went on to take college Math 100, This will be explained in

a later section.

Achevemont Versus Achievement Table II shows a corn-

parison between those students who achieved in high school

Mathematics and those students who achieved n college Math

100. This table also shows the total performance of all the

high school and college Mathematics students who were com-

pared. It is shown in Table II that ninety-one comparisons

were made in Mathematics where students took both high school

Mathematics and college Math 100. There were tbiz'ti-nine stu-

dents who acbeved in high schoolMathematics. Of these thirty-

nine, eleven students went on to achieve in Math 100 in col..

leg.. If tt had been predicted that those who achieved in



TABLE II

AND THE PERIORI4ANCE 0? TEE SAME STUDENTS IN O0LLEG MATE

Individual ACademic Performance No. of stndente

High school Math 3,00 and over,

Coliege Math 100, 3,00 and over

High school Math 3.00 and over,

College Math 100, under 3.00 ....,....,...,.,...,.....,.....28

High school Math under 3.00,

College Math 100, 3.00 and over

High school Math under 3.00.

College MathlOO, under3.00,......,....,.................,35

Total no, of usable comparisons ,,,.,,,.,,......,,,,.,..,,93

high school Mathematics would also achieve in college Math 100,

the prediction would have been only a little over twentyfive

per cent correct. There were fifty.two students that did not

achieve 3.00 or above in high school Mathematics, Of these

fiftytwo students who earned under 3,00 in high school seven-

teen went on to earn a 3,00 or better in college Math 100,

from these figures, it might be assumed that approximately 77

per cent of those students who do not achieve in high school

I4atb wtll not achieve in college Math. Therefore, it is shown

that twentyueight students did not do as well in college Math
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TABL Iii

THE DEC IkE RANKING OF HIGH SCHOOk AND COLLEGE

STUDENTS WHO ACHIEVED IN MATHEMATICS

No
H.S. Decile Rank Decil, 1 2 3 k 5 6 7 8 9 10

U.S. etudents3.00

& over per docile. 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 3 5 16 11

Coil. atudents=3. 00

&everperdecile, 0 0 0 1 1 k 5 1 k 9 3

Total no. of U.S. students who achieved in Mathematics .......39

Total no. of college students who achieved in Mathematics.,...28

100 as they had in high school Mathematics. On the other hand,

seventeen students did batter tu college Math 100 than they had

in high school Mathematics.

Achievement Versus Decile Rank A comparison between the

decile ranking and those students who achieved in high school

and college Mathematics is shown in Table III. Most of the stu-

dents who achieved in high school and collage Mathematics, were

the students who had better than average high school decile

ratings. For example, out of a total of thirty-nine high school

students who achieved in Mathematics, there were sixteen students

who bad an overall high school dacile rank of nine. Examina-

tion of Table III shows that there is a high number of students



TABLE IV

A COMPARISON 0 AVERAGE AND ABOVE, AND BELOW AVERAGE STUDENTS

IN HIGH SCHOOL MATH AND TILE PER'ORNANCE 01 THE

SAllE STUDENTS IN COLLEGE MATH

Individual Academic Performance No. of students

High school Math 2.00 and over,
College Math 100, 2.00 and over

High schoQi Math 2.00 and over,
College Math 100, under 2.00 .................,.............20
High school Math under 2.00,
CoUegeMathlOO, 2.00andover..,.........,,.,,...,.......9
High school Math under 2.00,
College MathlOO, under2,00 ,,...s,,.,.,,Ø,....,s.,.,..I.., 9

Total no. of usable comparisons

that rank in the upper docile ratings. In fact, it is signi
ficant to note that slightly more than 02 per cent of the high

school students ranked in the top three docile ratings. This

is probably due to the fact that only the better high school

students, as measured by decile ranking, continue on to col-

loge. Attention should be drawn to the fact that there were

students who achieved in college Math who had docile rankings

as low as three, four, and five. It can be assumed that these

students were under-achievers on the high school level,



TABLE V

A CQZ4PARI8ON OP 1!IGII 8CHOOL MA.T1UMATICS 8ACKGROUND

AND A MIVMENT IN COLi E MATHEMATICS

Total no, of students who took remedial Math and college

Math 3.00 . . , . , . .. .. , .. ,. . . . . . . ,. . * . .. * . . . ... ... a .50

No, of students who took remedial Math and achjeved

in College Math 100 .......................,.,........,13

No. of students who took remedial Math and failed

College Math 100 8

Total no, of students who took no remedialMath and

took College Math 100 .................................41

No. of students who took no remedial Math and achieved

in Collage Math 100 ., .. , .. . . . , . * . .. . ... . . . . . . , , , , , ,.. .15

No, of students who took no re*edial Math and failed

College Math 100 a***eeø****s*e***e*e*ø*.tø** k

Average Versus Averaze A comparison is shown in Table

IV between the average students in high school and the average

students in college in the subject of Mathematics. This table

also shows the total performance of all of the high school and

college Math etudente who were compared. It is again shown in

Table IV, as in Table III, that there are ninet.one compari

sane in Mathematics where students took both high school Matbe.

matice and college Math 100. There were seventythree stu-

dante who did average and above in high school Mathematics.



- Of these seventy-three, fifty-three students did average and

above in coUege Math 100, If it had been predicted that those

students who did average and above in high school Mathematics

would do average and above in college Math 100, the prediction

would have been seventy-three per cent correct. Eighteen stu-

dents did under 2.00 work in high echool Mathematics. Of

these eighteen students, nine did average or above in college

Math 100. Thus, Table IV tends to indicate that those students

who earned less than 2,00 in high school Mathematics have a

fifty-fifty chance of attaining 2.00 or above in college Math.

It seems to appear that possibly the factors of motivation and

interest may have had a beartng on the performance of these

paricu1ar students. It is also shown in Table IV that twenty

students who did average and above work in high echool Mathe-

matics, earned below a 2.00 in college Math 100.
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take remediAl Hatbematice had inadequate backgrounds for ccl-

legs Mathematics. It was also assumed that those students who

did not have to take remedial Mathematics bad adequate back

grounds for college Mathematics, In Table 'I, there were fifty

students who took both remedial Math and college Math 100. Of

those fifty students, thirteen achieved in college Math 100.

Also shown, in Table V, forty-one students did not take any

remedial Mathematics but did take college Math 100. Of these

forty-one students, fifteen achieved in college Math 100 and

four students failed college Math 100. The data seems to

indicate no significant difference between those students who

took remedial Mathematics and those who did not. It appears

that those students who took remedial Math bad as good an

understanding of college Math 100, after taking the remedial

course, as did the students who were not required to take

remedial Mathematics, This indication is further strengthened

by reviewing the previously discussed fact that those stu-

dents who had to take remedial Mathematics were determined

to have inadequate backgrounds. Yet it is shown in Table V,

that those students who took remedial Math did just as well

in Math 100 as those students who were not required to take

remedial Mathematics. There were a few more students who took

remedial Mathematics and failed college Math 100 than those

students who did not take any remedial Mathematics.



SUmm of Matsa&tics

1. There were 9]. usable Mathematics comparisons out of

13]. high school students and 91 college students.

2. Twentyfive per cent of those students who achieved

in high school Mathematics achieved in college Math

3. Approximately 77 per cent of the students who did not

achieve in high school Mathematics did not achieve in

college Math.

4. Zightytwo per cent of the high school students and

approximately 7 per cent of the college students who

achieved in Mathematics were in the top three decile

ratings.

5. 8eventy.three per cent of the students who earned

average or above grades in high school Mathematics

also earned average or above grades in college Math

6. Fifty per cent of the students who earned below a

2.00 in high school Math, earned a 2.00 or above in

college Math 100.

7. The students who took remedial Mathematics had as

good an understanding of college Math 100, as measur

ed by grades, as those students who did not take

remedial Mathematics.



Perforiance of Eglieh Students

Over-all Conideratigu. It is shown in Table VI that all

of the students studied took high school English. At the time

this study was lade there were three students who bad not

taken any college English. It was found that forty students

or slightly more than:one-tbird of the totalof 131 students

did 3.00 or above work in high school English. In sharp con-

trast, it is shown in Table VI that nineteen students or

slightlylese than one-sixth of the total of 125 oollge stu-
dents did 3,00 or above work in college English. One hundred

and five students or almost four-fifths of the total number

did average work or better in high school English. This

figure is almost identical to that of average students in high

school Mathematics as shown in Table I. Seventy-seven stu-

dents or slightly more than three-fifths of the total of 125

college English students did average or above in college Eng

lish, Four students failed in high school English and seven

students failed college English, A total of twenty-six itu-

dents were required to take remedial English. Unlike the Etu-

dents in Mathematics, all of the students who took remedial

English went on to take college English ill, 112, and 113.

Achievement Versus Achievement Table VII shows a com-

parison between those students who achieved in high school

English and those students who achieved in college English.
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TA1ILE vi:

Total no. of students studied ,,..,..,.,....,..,.,,,,,..,..13l

Total no. of high school English students ..... ... .... . . . .131

No. of high school students who took no English ,........,. 0

No. of high school students 3,00 and above ................ 40

No. of high school students below 3.00 ................... 91

No. of high school English students 2,00 and above ........l03

No, of high school English students below 2,00 ............ 26

No. of high school students who failed English . . . * .. ... .* 4

Total no. of College English students

No. of college students who did not take English

111, 112, 113 ....,.,...,.,s,....,,,.....,.,,.,...,. 6

No. of college students who took other English ,...,,......,45

No. of college students who took no college English ........ 3

No. of students who took no high school or college

English ....,.........,...............,........,.....,, 0

No. of college students 3,00 and above .....................l9

No. of college students below 3.00 .,...........,...,......106

No. of college students 2.00 and over .........,........... 77

No. o ooUee students under 2,00 48

No. of collage students who failed English ................ 7

Total no. of students who took remedial English ......,.... 26
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TABLE VII

A COMPkRISON 07 STUDENTS WHO ACHIEVED IN HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH

AND TIlE PERFORMANCE OF TILE ÂME STUDENTS IN COLLEGE ENGLISH

Individual Academic Performance No. of students

High school English 3.00 and over,
College English 3.00 and over

High school English 3.00 and over,
College English under 3.00 . . . . . .. . . . . , . . . * . . . ..... . . . . .. .. .28

High school English under 3.00,
College English3.Ooandover ...**.**.aiø*asa*e**'*e'' 7

High school English under 3.00,
College English under 3,00 ....,........,,,..,,.....,.......?8

Total no. of usable comparisons ,..,....,.,,,..,,....,,....125

This table also shows the total performance of all of the col

lege and high school English students who were compared. It
is shown in Table VII that there were 125 usable English com

parisons. The usable comparisons consisted of those students

who took both high scboo3. English and college English 111, 112,

and 113, There were forty students who achieved in high school

English, Of thee. forty, twelve students did achieve 3.00 or

above in college English, If it had been predicted that those

who achieved in high school English would also achieve in cole'

lege English, the prediction would have been thirty per cent



correct. There were eighty'.five students who earned under a

3.00 in high school. Seven of these eighty-five earned a 3.00

or above in college English. These figures appear to indicate

that slightly' more than 91 par cent of the students who do not

achieve in high school English will not acbiete in college

English. Examination of Table VII reveals that twenty-one

students did not do as well in college English as they had in

high school English. Seven students did better in college

English than they had in high school English.

Achievement Versus Deoile Rafl A comparison between the

decile ranking and those students who achieved in high school

and college English is shown in Table VIII, In English, as

it was shown prevous1y in Mathematics, the majority of the

students who earned 3,00 or above are in the upper ranks of

the decile ratings. For example, out of a total of forty high

school students who achieved in English, there were fifteen

who had an over-all high school decile of nine, Of nineteen

students who achieved in college English, there were twelve

who had a high school deotle of either nine or ten. It is

also shown in Table VIII that 90 per cent of the students who

aohievod in high school English are in the top three dec11.

ratings. Approximately 79 per cent of the students who

achieved in college English are in the top three decile

ratings.



TABLE VIII

THE DECILE RANKING 07 IGE $CkK}OL AND COLLJEG

STUDENTS Vil0 ACHIEVED IN ENGLISH

No
H.S. Decile Rank Decile 1 2 3 k 5 6 7 8 9 10

ass. atudents3.00

& over per docile. 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 8 15 13

Coil. atudents=3,00

&overperdeciie. 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 3 6 6

Total no. of H.S. students who achieved in English .....,.....kO

Total no, of college students who achieved in English ........19

!ae Versus Averae A comparison between the average

students in high school and the average students in college in

the subject of English is shown in.Table IX. This table, as did

Table VII, also ShOWS the total performance of all of the high

school and college English students who were compared. As in

Table VII, there was a total of 125 usable comparisons. There

were 101 students who did average or above in high school Eng

lish. Of these 101 students, 6k went on to do average or above

in colj.ege English. If it bad been prediCted that those students

who had done average or above in high school English would also

do average or above in college English, the prediction wOuld

have been sixtythree per cent correct. ?wenty..four students
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SAME STUDENTS IN COLLEGE £*UI8U

Individual Academic Performance No, of students

High school English 2.00 and over',
College English 2.00 and over

High school English 2.00 and over',
College English under 2,00 .................................3?
High school English under 2.00,
College English 2.00and over .,..,..,,...,,,.,,.,,,.,......11
High school English under 2.00,
College English under 2.00 ,. ,. . ,.. ,. .. . .... . , ....... . .. * . .13

Totalno. ofusablecomparisone ,..,.,.,.,,..,.,.,....,,...125

earned below 2.00 in high school English, Of these 24 etu

dents, eleven went on to do 2.00 or above in college English.

It is indicated, from these figures, that slightly lees than

55 per cent of the students who do not earn average or above

grades in high school English will not earn average or above

in college English. It is also shown in Table IX, that there

were 37 students who did average and above work in high school

English who earned below a 2,00 in college English.



A COMPARI3ON O IIGH SGliOW iLUIkL BACKGIIOUND

ALD ACifIEVEMENT IN OOLIJXE ENGLISh

Total no. of students who took remedial English

and college English . .,. .. , ..., I. . s . ,. .. a.. .26

No, of students who took remedial English and

achieved in college English I

No. of students who took remedial English and

failed college English 3.

Total no. of students who took no remedial English

and took college English .......,......................99

No, of students who took no remedial English and

achieved in college English ,...,.,,.,..,.,,..,,..,...,l7

No. of students who took no remedial English and

failed college English ..,...,..,...,,,..,,,.......,... 6

Background Versus Achievement In Table I, two compari*

sons are actually made. The first comparison is between ads.'.

quate background and achievement in college English. The

second comparison is between inadequate background and aohieve

ment in college English. The same assumption was made in

determining adequate or inadequate English background as that

previously discussed under Mathematics background. Those etu..

dents who had to take remedial English were assumed to have
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inadequate background in English. Those students who did not

have to take remedial English were assumed to have adequate

English backgrounds. In Table X, it is noted that 26 students

took both remedial English and college English Ui, 112, and

113. Of these 26 students, only one student achieved in coi'.

legs English and only one student failed in college English,

Also in Table X, it is shown that 99 students did not take any

remedial English but did take college English. Of these 99

studenta, 1? achieved in college English and six students

tailed college English. From thee. figures the indication is

given that those students who took remedial English did not

perform in college English as well as did the students who

were not required to take remedial English.

Summary of

1. There were 125 usable English comparisons.

2. Thirty per cent of the studeats who achieved in high

school English achieved in college English.

3. Nine tyone per cent of the students who did not

achieve in high school English did not achieve in

college English.

4. Ninety per cent of the students iha achieved in high

school English were ranked in the top three decile

ratings. Seventynine per cent of the students who
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achieved in college English ranked in the top three

docile ratings.

5. Stxty..four. per cent of the students who did average

or above in high school English also earned average

or above grades in college English.

6, Fifty..five per cent of the students who earned below

average grades in high school English also earned

below average grades in college English.

7. In college English, the performance of the students

who took remedial English was under the performance

of the students who did not take remedial English.

erformance of Chemistry Studente

Over-all Considerations Unlike the subjects of Maths.

matics and English, Chemistry was not taken by all of the

high school students. Of the total of 131 students, 73 took

high school Chemistry and 58 did not take high school Cbem.

istry. There were 110 college students who took General col-

lege Chemistry. Twentyone college students did not take Gen-

eral Chemistry and 15 students did rot take any college Chern

istry. Table XI shows that 31 high school students, or

slightly more than two-fifths of the total of 73, achieved

in high school Chemistry. Of the 110 college General Chem-

istry students, 17 or less than one-sixth of the total



TABL1 Xi

0YR.ALI CONS IDATI0NS 0? HIGH SCHOOL

AND OOLLEGE CHMISThT

Tota3. no. of students studied ,..,.....,...,,....,,.....,.131
Total no. of high school Chemistry students ...........o... 73
No. of high school students who took no Chemistry ,,.,.,... 58

No. of high school students 3.00 and above ................ 31

No. of high school students below 3.00 ....................
No. of high school Chemistry students 2.00 and above ...... 63

NO. of high school Chemistry students below 2.00 .......... 10

No, of high school students who failed Chemistry .......... I
Total no. of college Chemistry students .,,,,.,,,.,,.......l10
No. of college students who did not take General

Chemistry , ,. . ... . ..,. , . ,, . .. . . .. . . . ... .. .. , 2].

No. of college students who took other Chemistry .......... 26

No. of college students who took no high school or
college Chemistry ... ,. ..., , , ,, ,.. . ,, ., ,... 13

No. of college students who took no Chemistry ...,....,,... 15

No. of college Chemistry students 3,00 and over ............17

No. of college Chemistry students below 3.00 .....,....,...,.93

No. of college Chemistry students 2.00 and over .....,......?3

No. of college Chemistry students under 2.00 ...............37

No. of college students who failed Chemistry ..,....,..,....11



achieved in college Chemistry. Sixty'threo students, 01

slightly more than four-fifths of the 78 high school students,

did average or better in high school Chemistry, Seventy-

three students, or two-thirds of the college students earned

average or above grades in college Chemistry. Only one stu-

dent failed high school Chemistry, Eleven students failed

General Chemistry in college.

Achievement Versa Achievement As it was previously

shown for the subjects of Mathematics and English, Table XII

draws a comparison between those students who achieved in

high school Chemistry and those students who achieved in col-.

loge Chemistry, Table XII also shows the total performance

of all of the college and high school students who were com-

pared. There wore 65 usable Chemistry comparisons. The

usable comparisons consisted of those 8tudents who took high

school Chemistry and General Chemistry in college, There

were twenty-six compared students who achieved in high school

Chemistry. Of the twenty-six compared students, ten achieved

in General Chemistry in college. If it had been predicted

that those who bad achieved in high school Chemistry would

also achieve in college Chemistry, the prediction would have

been about 38 per cent correct. There wer'e 39 compared stu-

dents who did not achieve, or earn a 3,00 or above, in high

school Chemistry, Of these 39 students, four did achieve in



TAB1 XII

A COMPARISON OF 8TUD1KTS WHO ACHIEVED iN HIGH SCHOO1 CHEMISTRI

AND ThE PERFORHAZ4CE 0! THE SAME STUDENTS IN COLLEGE CHEMISTR!

Individual Academic Performance . No. of students

High school Chemistry 3.00 and over,

College Chemistry 3,00and over ,....,.....,.,,.,,.......,...l0

High school Chemistry 3.00 and over,

College Chemistry under 3.00

High school Chemistry under 3.00,

College Chemietry3.O0and over .......,,.,.....,..,..,,....

High school Chemistry under 3.00,

College Chemistry under 3.00 .,,...,,.,............,........35

Total no. of usable comparisons

college General Chemistry. As it is indicated in Table XII,

a student who did not achieve in high school Chemistry has a

very slight chance of achieving in college Chemistry, Zn

tact, the figures bear out that almost 90 per cent of the stu-

dents who did not achieve in hgb school Chemistry did not

achieve in college Chemistry, Table XXX thus reveals that

tour students did better in college Chemistry than in high

school Chemistry. Table XI.I also shows that 35 students did

not do as well in college Chemistry as they bad in high school

Chemistry. It must be kept in mind that the above figures are



TABLE XIII

TR j)ILE RA18KI* 07 HIGli CJ{0OL AND COLLEGE

STUDENTS WHO ACHIEVED IN CEEMISTR

No
H.8. Dccii, Rank Decile 1 2 3 k 5 6 7 8 9 10

H.S. students3,00

& over per dccii,. 1 0 0 0 1 1 2 1 7 8 10

Coil. etudentsa3.00

& over per decile. 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 2 2 8

Total no. of R.S. students who achieved in Chemistry ,,.......31

Total no. of college students who achieved in Chemistry ..,...17

drawn from the 6 usable Chemistry comparisons and not from the

total number of Chemistry students.

Achievement Versus Decile Rank Table XIII shows a com-

parison between the decile ranking and those students who achiev-

ed in high school and college Chemistry. In Chemistry, as was

the case in English and Mathematics, the majority of the students

who earned 3.00 or above are in the upper ranks of the decila

ratings. In the subject of Chemistry there were 31 students who

achieved in high school. Of these 31 students1 eight bad a da-

cue rank of nine and ten students bad a decile rank of ten. Of

the 17 etudenta who ach&eved in college Chemistry, eight had a

high school docile of ten. Most of the achieving students are



A COMPARISON 07 AVERAGE AND ABOVE, AND ELO AVERAGE STUDENTS

IN HIGH SCHOOL CHENISTRI AND THE PSR1ORM&W 07 THE

SANE STUDENTS IN COLLEGE CHEMISTRY

individual Academic Performance No, of students

High school Chemistry 2.00 and over,

College Cbeaistry2.00and over

High school Chemistry 2.00 and over,

Co age Chemistry under 2.00

High school Chemistry under 2.00,

College Chemistry 2.00and over .,.,.,.,..,...,,,,,.......,,

High school Chemistry under 2.00,

College Ch.mistryunder 2.00 ..........,........,...........

Total no. of usable comparisons ............................65

ranked in the upper three deoile ratings. Slightly more than

86 per Cent of the high àchool students who achieved in Chem-

istry wan in the top three decilee and almost 71 per cent of

the collage students who achieved in Chemistry were in the top

three decile ratings.

ae Versus Mere. A comparison between the average

students in high school and the average students in college in

the subject of Chemistry is shown in Table XIV. This table

also shows the total performance of all of the high school
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and college Chemistry students who were compared. As pro-

viously shown in Table XII, there are 65 usable comparisons

in Chemiatry. Ther. were 55 compared students who did aver-

age work 0? above in high school Chemistry, Of these 55 com-

pared students, there were 44 students that dtd average work

or above in General college Chemistry. if it had been pre-

dicted that those students who did average or above work in

high school Chemistry would also do average or above work in

college Chemistry, the prediction would have been 80 per cent

correct. There were 10 compared students who earned below a

2.00 in high school Chemistry, Of these 10 students1 there

were 5 who earned 2.00 or above in General College Chemistry.

From these figures, Table XIV gives the indication that those

students who did below average in high school Chemistry have

a fiftyfifty chance of earning average or above grades in

college Chemistry. This situation in Chemistry is identicaliy

the same as it was in Mathematics in the case of students who

earned average or above grades Table XIV also shows that

there were eleven studets who did average or above in high

school, who earned below 2.00 in college Chemistry.



A COMPARI$ON Q' RIGH SQIOOL Clii4ISTR! BACK3ROUND

AND ACHIiVEi4NT IN COLLiX CKEMITRI

Total no. of students who took high school Chemistry
and College Chemistry . .,,.,,., .. . . ... . * . .. . .65

No. of studente who took high school Chemistry and
achieved in Collage Chemistry .......e................. 9

No. of students who took high school Chemistry and
failed College Chemistry .....,..,......,.,....,....... 5

Total no. of students who took no high school Chemistry
and took College Chemistry

No. of students who took no high school Chemistry and
achieved in College Chemistry ......................... 5

No. of etudente who took no high school Chemistry and
failadCollegeChemietry..,.,.,,.....,,,.......,......8

between Chemistry background and achieveient in General Col

leg. Chemistry. The second comparison is between no Chemistry

background and achievement in General College Chemistry. In

Table XV, it can be seen that a total of 65 students took both

high school Chemistry and General Chemistry in college. OX

these 65 students, nine achieved in General College Chemistry

and five failed, In the same tablet it is found thit 4 stu

dents took no high school Chemistry, but they did take General

College Chemistry. Of these 4 students, five achieved in



General Chemistry and eight students failed, from these fig-

ures, there is a definita indication that those students who

did not take high school Chemistry performed just as well in

College Chemistry as did those students who did take high

school Chemistry.

Summary of Chemistry

1. There were 6 usable Chemistry comparisons.

2. Thirtyeight per cent of the students who achieved

in high school Chemistry also achieved in college

Chemistry.

3. Almost 90 per cent of the students who did not achieve

in high school Chemistry also did not achieve in col

legs Chemistry.

1, Slightly more than 86 per cent of the high school

students who achieved in Chemistry were ranked in the

top three decile ratings. Almost 73. per cent of the

college students who achieved in Chemistry ware

ranked in the top three decile ratings.

5. Eighty per cent of the students who earned average or

above grades in high school Chemistry also earned

average or above grades in college Chemistry.

6. Fifty per cent of the students who earned below aver

age grades in high school Chemistry, earned average

or above grades in college Chemistry.



7. There is * definite tndication that the students who

did not take high school Chemistry performed Just am

well in college Chemistry as did the students who

took high school Chemistry.

Performance of Botany Students

Over-all Considerations Since few high schools offer

Botany, the courses of Biology and General Science have been

used to compare with College Botany. Out of 131 students,

only three did not take either Biology or General Science in

high school, There were twenty-five students who did not

take college Botany 201 or 202. The same number of college

students did not take any college Botany, These two figures

are the same because Botany 201 and 202 are prerequisite to

other Botany courses. Table XVI shows that there were 6?

students, or slightly more than one half of the total, who

achieved in high school Biology or General Science. Of the

106 college Botany students3 28 or slightly 1ea than one-

fourth of the total, achieved in college Botany. One hundred

and twenty students, or more than nine-tenths of the 128 high

school students did average or above in Biology and General

Science. E&gbty-Six students, or slightly more than tour-

fifths of the 106 college students, did average or above in

college Botany. Only one high school student failed Btology.

There were no college students who failed college Botany.

/



TABLE XVI

[!XI p !1 D$:(.1,):)1!M .1'

Total no. of students studied ,,........,.....,....,...l3l

Total no, of high school Biology and Science students...,,,128

No. of high school students who took no Biology

or Science 3

No. of high school students 3.00 and above ................ 67

No. of high school students below 3.00 .................... 61

No. of high school Biology and Science students 2,00

and above . . . . , . . . , . . . . . . , . . , , . . . . a a .120

No, of high school Biology and Science students below 2.00.,.8

No. of high school. students Iho failed Biology and Scense,,.l

Total no. of college Botany students .............,.......l06

No. of college students who did not take Botany 201

or 202 a,aa,.aaq.e,*,s,a...I,,...s.a.s,...,*,.,.a..a 25

No. of college students who took other Botany ..a.,.,...a.,30

No. of college students who took no high school Biology

or Science, or college Botany ........,.......,........ 0

No. of college students who took no Botany ,.,a,a.,..,.*25

No, of college Botany students 3,00 and above .,..,,,...,...28

No. of college Botany students below 3.00 ,,..aa.s.........,78

No. of college Botany students 2.00 and over

No. of college Botany students under 2.00 .,.,..............20

No. of college students who failed Botany ,. . a a., a ..s a a 0



TABLE XVII

A QONPARISON OP STUDENTS iHO ACHIEVkiD IN HIGH SCHOOL

BIOLOG! OR GENiAL SCINC A1D TUE PERIORMANCE

07 TUE SAME STUDENTS IN COLLEGE BOTA

Individual Academic Performance No, of students

High school Biology or Science 3.00 and over,

college Botany 3.00 and over

High school Biology or Science 3.00 and over,

College Botany under 3.00 ... . * . ... . . .. . e0 ... .. ... ... . .36

High school Biology or Sctence under 3.00,

College Botany3.O0andover ..,.........,...,.,,..,..,,....lO

High school Biology or Science under 3.00,

College Botany under 3.00 . . . 0 * C*. 1* .040

Total no. of usable comparisons ,.......,.......,..........2ok

Achievement Versus 4cbievemerit A comparison is drawn,

in Table XVII between those students who achieved in high

school Biology and General Science and those students who

achieved in collige Botany 201 and 202. Table XVII also shows

th. total performance of afl. the high school and college Bot-

any students who were compared. There were 104 usable Botany

comparisons. The usable comparisons consisted of those stu-

dents who took high school Biology or General Science in high
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school and college Botany 201 or 202. There were 54 compared

students who achieved a 3.00 or above in high school Biology

or General Science. Of these 54 students, 18 achieved in cal-

lege Botany. If it had been predicted that those students who

had achieved in high school Biology or General Science would

also achteve in college Botany, the prediction would have been

33 per cent correct. There were 50 compared students that did

not achieve in high school Biology or Ganeral Science, Of

these 50 students, 10 did achieve in college Botany. There-

fore it appears from the figures given that 80 per cent of

the students who did not achieve in high school Biology or

General Science did not achieve in college Botany. Table XVII

shows that 10 students did better in college Botany than they

did in high school Biology. It is also shown in this table

that 36 students did not do as well in college Botany as they

bad in high school Biology ox' General Science. Again, it must

be kept in mind that the above figures are drawn from the

104 usable comparisons and not from the total number of Botany

etude uts.

Achievement Versus Decil, Rank Table XVIII shows a comm

parison between the decle ranking of those students who

achieved in high school Biology or General Science and college

Botany. The assumption that most of the students who achieve

are ranked in the upper deoiles is shown in Table XVIII.
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TABI4 1VIII

Ta DOILE EANING O HIGH SCHOOL AND COLI4G

STIJDENTS EO AOHIiV1D IN BOTANX

No
H.S. Decile Rank Decile 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

LB. studentss*3. 00

& over per decila. 1 0 0 1 1 3 5 9 U 24 12

Coil. etudents=3,00

&overperdecii.. 1 0 1 0 2 2 4 0 4 8 6

Total no. of LB. students who achieved in Biology

oz General Science

Total no. of college Students who achieved in Botany .....,.,.28

1

Seventy per cent of the students who achieved in high school

Biology or General Science were ranked in the top three decile

ratings. Slightly more than 64 per cent of the students who

achieved in college Botany were also ranked in the top three

decile ratings It is to be noted that there were some students

who achieved in college Botany who were ranked in the lower

dccii. ratings. This may be an indication that these students

were under-achievers on the high school level.

Versus Averae A comparaon between the average

students in high school Biology and General Science and the aver-

age students in college Botany is shown in Table XIX, Also shown

in this table, is the total performance of aU of the compared



A COM?ARION 0$' AV1RAG AND ABOV$, AND BiOv AViAG TUD1NT

IN HIGH $CHOOL BIOLOGI OR GJNERAL CIENO AND Th1 PEYORMANCE

Individual Academic Performance No. of students

High school Biology or Science 2.00 and over,

College Botany 2.00 and over

High school Biology or Science 2.00 and over,

College Botany under 2.00 .....,............................18

High school Biology or Science under 2.00,

College Botany 2.00 and over ..*....,...,....,.............-. 14

High school Biology or Scienco under 2.00,

College Botany under 2.00 3.

Totalno.ofusablecomparisons ,...,,,...,........,.......lok

high school and college students in the subjects of Biology or

General Science and college Botany 203. and 202. As in Table

XVII, there were 1014 usable comparisons in Table XIX, There

were 99 compared students that did average or above in high

school Biology or General Science. Of these 99 students,

there were 83. students who did average and above in college

Botany 201 or 202. If it bad been predicted that those stu-

dents who had done average or above in high school Biology

or General Science would also do average or above in college



Botany, the prediction would have been 82 pet cent correct.

There were five compared students that earned below a 2.00

in high school Biology or Science. Of these five students,

there were four who earned a 2.00 or above in college Botany

201 or 202. from these figures it is indicated that it was

possible for eighty per cent of the students who did below

average in high school Biology or General Science todo avez'

age or above work in college Botany. It must be pointed out

however, that the figures dealt with are very small and may

not be a representative sample. Table XXX also shows that

there were eighteen students who did average and above in

high school Biology or General Science and did below 2.00

workin college Botany. These figures were based on the l0

usable Botany comparisons and not on the total number of

Botany students4

Background Versus Achievemert Background in Botany was

determined in the same manner as it was for the subject of

Chemistry. Those ótudents who did not take Biology or General

Science in high school were referred to as those who did not

have any background for college Botany. Those students who

did take Biology or General Science in high school were ra

tarred to as those who did have background for college Botany.

There were two comparisons shown in Table XX. The first com-

parison is between Botany background and achievement in Bot-

any 201 or 202. The second comparison is between no Botany
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TABJJ U

Total no. of students who took high school Biology or

Science and College Botany

No. of students who took hIgh school Biology or Science

and achieved in College Botany ....................... 28

No. of students who took high school Biology or Science

and failedCoUege Botany ..,......................... 0

Total no. of atudents who took no high school Biology

or Science and took College Botany ................... 2

No, of students who took no high school Biology or

Science and achieved in College Botany.............. 0

No. of students who took no high school Biology or

Science and failed College Botany .................... 0

background and achievement in college Botany 201 or 202. It

is shown in Table U, that 104 students took Biology or General

Science in high school and Botany 203. or 202 in college. Of

these 104 students, 28 achieved in oollege Botany 201 or 202.

There were no students that failed College Botany who had

taken Biology or General Science in high school. There were

only two students who did not take Biology or Science and took

college Botany 201 or 202. Neither of these students achieved

or failed in college Botany 2O1 or 202, It cannot be



determined whether there was any difference in performance in

college Botany between the students who took high school

Biology or General Science and those who did not. This is

due to the faot that only two students did not take high

school Biology or General Science.

Summary Botany

1. There were 10k usable Botany comparisons.

2. Thirty-three per cent of the students who achieved

in high school Biology or General Science also

achieved in college Botany.

3, Eighty per cent of the students who did not achieve

in high school iolagy or General Science did not

achieve in college Botany.

4. Seventy per cent of the students who achieved in high

school Biology or General Science were ranked in the

top three decile ratings. Almost 64 per cent of the

students who achieved in college Botany were also

ranked in the top three decile ratings.

. Eighty-two per cent of the students who did average

or above in high school Biology or General Science

also did average or above in college Botany.

6. Five students earned below average grades in high

school Biology or General Science. Pour of the five

students earned average or above in college Botany.



7. AU but two atudeut$ took high echool Biology o 

General Science, therefore it could not be determined 

if the background of high school Biology or General 

Science had any bearing on performance in college 



CHAPTR V

SUMMARX, CONCLUSIO4S AND RCO4MNDATIONS

Summary

The object or purpose of this study has been to make

comparisons between high school grades and college academic

success or achievement in certain subject areas. The data

derived from tbs study were intended to be used as a basis

for counseling prospective college students. The objectives

of this study were carried out by making the following com-

parisons.

1. High school achievement compared to college achieve-

ment. in the same subject areas.

2, High school average grades compared to college average

grades in the same subject areas.

3. High school decile compared to high school sohieve-

ment and college achievement in the same subject

areas.

k. High school background compared to college achieve-

ment in the same subject areas.

5. Lack of high school background compared to college

achievement in the same subject areas.

Other writers in the field seemed to agree, that of all

the factors used in prediction, the high school G.P.A. was

the most useful single factor in predicting academic success
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at college. Many of the writers in the fie3A also agreed

that a student must understand the subject, be thorough in

study, and be able to use the problem solving technique if

he is to be academically successful at college.

The incoming freshman olaes of 1956 in the School of

Agriculture at Oregon State College was used as the study

group, There were 131 students in the group that were used

in the comparison study. It was possible, at the time the

study was made1 for the student to have completed six quar-

tars of college work. The subjects that were compared were:

Mathematics1 English, Chemistry, and Botany.

Mathematics Comparisons There were 91 usable Mathematics

comparisons made. It was found that only 25 per cent of the

students who achieved in high school Mathematics went on to

achieve in college Math 100. The comparisons en achievement

also indicated that 77 per cent of the students who did not

achieve in high school Mathematics did not achieve in college

Math 100. Of the students who did average or above in high

school Mathematics, 73 per cent went on to do average or above

work in college Math 100. It was also found that 50 per cent

of the students who earned below average grades in high school

Mathematics, earned average or above grades in college Math

100. It was revealed that 82 per cent of the high echocalstu-

dents and approximately 57 per cent of the college students



who achieved in Mathematics were ranked in the top three de- 

cUe ratings. In college Math 100, those students who took 

remedial Mathematics earned comparable grades to those stu- 

dents who were not required to take remedial Mathematics. 

English Comparisons There were 125 usable comparisons 

made in English. It was found that 30 per cent of the stu- 

dents who achieved in high school English went on to achieve 

in college English 111, 112, and 113. In this study, 91 per 

cent of the students who did not achieve in high school Eng- 

lish did not achieve in college English. The comparisons made 

on the average grade level showed that 64 per cent of the stu- 

dents who earned average or above grades in high school Eng- 

lish went on to earn average or above grades in college Eng- 

lish. Fifty-five per cent of the students who did below 

average in high school English went on to do average or above 

in college English. Ninety per cent of the high school Eng- 

lish students and seventynine per cent of the college English 

students who achieved were ranked in the top three decile 

ratings. In college English, the performance of the students 

who took remedial English was under the performance of the 

students who were not required to take remedial English. 

Chemistry Comparisons There were 6 usable comparisons 

made in the subJect of Chemistry. Thirty-eight per cent of 

the students who achieved in high school Chemistry went on to 



achieve in college Chemistry. Almost 90 per cent of the stu-

dents who did not achieve in high school Chemistry also did

not achieve in college Chemistry. The students who did not

achieve in high school Chemistry had only a ten per cent

chance of attaining achieving grades in college Chemistry.

The comparisons drawn on the level of average grades 8h0W

that eighty per cent of thi students who earned average or

above in high school Chemistry also earned average Or above

grades in college Chemistry. Fifty per cent of the students

who did below average in high school Chemistry went on to do

average or above in college Chemistry. The comparison be-

tween achievement and decile ranking showed that slightly

more than 86 per cent of the high school students and almost

seventy-one per cent of the college students who achieved in

Chemistry ranked in the top three decile ratings, The com-

parison between background and achievement give an indication

that the students who did not take high school Chemistry

performed Just as well in college Chemistry as those who took

high school Chemistry.

Botazy Comparisons There were 10k usable Botany com-

parisons. The comparisons of achievement showed that thirty-

three per cent of the students who achieved in high school

Biology or General Science want on to achieve in college Bot-

any. Eighty per cent of the students who did not achieve in



high school Biology or General Science also diLl not achieve in

college Botany. This study shows that a2 per cent of the stu-

dents who earned average or above grades in Biology or General

Science also earned average or above in college Botany. Five

students earned below averagt in high school Biology or Gen-

eral Science. Of these five students, four earned average and

above grades in college Botany. Seventy per cent of the high

school students who achieved in Biology or General Science

and almost sixty-four per cent of the college students who

achieved in Botany were ranked in the top three decile ratings,

Since all but two students took high school Biology or Gen-

eral Science, it could not be determined if the background in

Biology or General Science bad any bearing on performance in

college Botany.

Conclusions

Conclusions reached from the comparisons made in this

study were:

1. Only a small percentage of the students who achieved

(3.00 or above) in high school subjects of Math.-

matios, English, Chemistry, Biology or General

Science, went on to achieve in the same subjects in

college. It was indicated in this study that the

percentage of students who go on to achieve in college

was between 25 and 8 per cent,



2, The students who did not achieve in the above eub-

jecta in high school have very little chance of

achieving in the same subjects in college. It was

indicated in this study, that the percentage of stu..

dents who did not achieve in high school want on

to achieyc in college was between nine and thirty-

three per cent.

3. The students who earned average or above grades (2.00

or above) in the high school subjects of Mathematics,

English, Chemistry, Biology and General Science, have

a very good chance of earning aYerage or above grades

in the eame subjects in college. It was indicated

in this study that between seventy.two and eighty-

three per cent of the students who did average or

above work in high school went on to do average or

above work in college.

k. The students who do below average work in the above

subjects in high school have a fair chance of attain-

ing average or above grades in the same subjects in

college. It was indicated in this study that over

fifty per cent of the students who did below average

work in high school went on to do average or above in

the same subjects in college.

5. The over-all high school decile rating was found to

be one of the most accurate factors in predicting



academic achievement in college. Achievement and a

decile rating in the upper ranks were found to be

closely related, It was found in this study that

between sixty-four and ninety per cent of the stu-

dents who achieved, in the four subjeet8 studied,

were ranked in the top three decile ratings of eight,

nine, and ten.

6. The students who had inadequate backgrounds in Mathe

matjc and had to take remedial courses, performed

just as well in the regular college courses of Mathe-

mattes as did those students who were not required

to take remedial courses.

7. The students who had inadequate backgrounds in Eng-

liBh and who had to take remedial courses, did not

perform as well in the regular college courses of

English as did those students who were not required

to take remedial courses.

8. High school preparation or background had very little

influence on the performance of students in the sub-

ject of Chemistry. This study gave definite indi-

cations that the students who did not take Chemistry

in high school performed just as well in college

Chemistry as did those students who took high school

Chemistry. With the exception of the indications

given by the remedial courses, it could not be



determined in the subjects of Mathematics, English,

and Botany whether high school preparation or back-

ground had any influence on performance in the same

subjects in college. This was dueto the fact that

almost all of the students took these courses in

high school,

Recommendations

The following recommendations based on the conclusions

made in this study are:

1. High school teachers who are called upon to give coun-

sel to prospective college students should become

completely familar with the student's grades and his

high school deotle. This knowledge of the student's

ability and potential will give the high school

teacher a sound basie for constructive counsel and

advice.

2. When counseling a prospective college student, a

high school teacher should be aware of the subject

areas that may prove to be difficult for the student

in college, With this knowledge, the teacher can

point out to the student what be may expect in the

matters of study and grades that be may receive.

3. The emphasis in high school courses that are con-

sidered necessary for college abould possibly



not be so much on amount of preparation or depth

of background, as it should be on bow well does the

student understand the subject and his ability to

apply his knowledge.

+. The colleges and universities that use the high

school grade point as a basis for entrance selac-

tion should make some provision for those students

denied entrance because of a low grade point. This

provision should probably be in the form of allowing

the student to raise his grade point by taking spe-

ciaUy designed courses under the administration of

the college or university.
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File Number_______ 

High School. Decile_______ Cumulative College G.P.A._______ 

Hi School Subjects College Subjects 

Math or Algebra Math 100 

- - - - - - - - - - - 
English Wr. 111, 112, 113 

- - _ - - - - - - - _ - 
Chemistry Chem. 101,102,103,lok,105,106 

- - - - - - - - - - - - 
Biology or Science Botany 201, 202 

Registration Number_______ 




